
blood will tell ... 
"elementary 
my dear Watson" 

L ike the person to whom it belongs, blood has a highly individual character. One drop of blood is often able 
to reveal a quantity of information about the person who shed it to the trained eyes of the medico-legal expert. 

As far back as 1887, long before Landsteiner made his basic discoveries of blood groups, Sherlock Holmes, 
or rather Conan Doyle, wrote these prophetic lines in A Study in Scarlet: 
"I have found a reagent which is precipitated by haemoglobin, and by nothing else". Had he discovered a 
gold mine, greater delight could not have shone upon his features. 
" ... It is. the most practical medico-legal discovery for years. Don't you see that it gives us an infallible 
test for blood stains." 
Today by using reagents, particularly those of Uhlenhuth,· forensic laboratories are able to rapidly determine 
whether or not a brown or reddish spot is blood, if the blood is of animal or human origin and, in the latter 
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A reconstruction of Sherlock Holmes' laboratory in the Conan Doyle Museum, Lucens, Switzerland. 

case, a great deal more about it. 
For science has gone beyond the 
great simple groupings of A, B, AB, 
0 and the Rh factor. Modern tech
niques, particularly those developed 
by Professor Coombs of Cambridge 
University, are accepted by the judi
cial authorities of all countries. They 
bring out the individual character of 
a genetic nature. Professor Jacques 
Bernheim, Director of the Institute 
of Legal Medicine of the University 
of Geneva, told WORLD HEALTH that 
the presence or absence of one or 
more of these will usually allow the 
exact identity of the person to be 
determined. 
Even the bandages around mum
mies, impregnated with the blood of 
pharaohs, can tell us to what blood 
group these long-departed monarchs 
belonged. Today, sensational stories 
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in the press make frequent references 
to the use of a drop of blood as a 
vital clue in a police investigation. 
Such a clue solved the mystery of a 
woman's murder. In the victim's 
apartment many blood stains were 
found but one of them was not from 
the victim herself. This clue cleared 
several suspects and singled out one 
man. He confessed that in his struggle 
with the victim, she bit his thumb and 
he imprudently used a towel to stop 
the bleeding. 
In another case, a car was completely 
demolished in an accident in which 
all of its occupants perished. The 
corpses were extricated with difficulty 
from the twisted mass of wreckage 
and only an analysis of the drops of 
blood on the driver's seat allowed his 
identity to be established. 
But it is in cases of paternity that 

legal medicine most frequently uses 
blood to prove the genetic inheritance 
of the father and mother. And though 
we still cannot tell for sure which man 
is the father of a child, we can prove 
without a doubt who it could not 
possibly be. 

It's a wise father ... 
or mother 

As recently as 1950, a famous baby 
mix-up occurred in Roubaix, France, 
and was only solved by the use of 
blood tests for identification. 
It all happened in a maternity ward. 
Two women, Mme L. and Mme D. 
had given birth almost simultan
eously. "It's a girl", the first mother, 
Mme L., was told. 



Modern equipment in a 
police laboratory. 

Sherlock Holmes' work
table with microscope, 
beakers, pestle and mortar. 
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A nurse brought the news to the 
second: "You are the mother of a 
fine boy", she announced. 
Only a few minutes later, however, 
Mme L. was handed a boy and 
Mme D. given a girl. 
"Surely there has been a mistake", 
protested Mme L. "This isn't my 
baby!" 
"Such a thing couldn't happen here", 
the maternity official firmly replied. 
Soon after, Mme L. left the maternity 
ward and filed a suit complaining 
that there had been a baby mix-up 
and that she had been given a child 
that was not hers. 
The investigating magistrate and the 
court ordered blood tests to be taken. 
These proved that Mme L. was 
indeed right and had been given the 
wrong child since her blood type was 
incompatible with that of the baby. 
The court, therefore, ruled that the' 
babies should be exchanged which 
took place, but not without tears, 
and embarrassment for the too
confident directors of the maternity 
wud. • 
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